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Security: the combination of human,
technical and organisational methods
designed to forestall, avert or reduce the
risk of occurrence of a malicious act*.

*The term “Malicious act” refers to risks of human origin, caused either deliberately or through voluntary lack of 
action, with the intent to harm a person, organization or property.
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SMBWorld security framework today

• The worldwide security situation has changed 
significantly  over the last few years :
• Risks have evolved

• Threats have become more widespread 

• Risk analysis has become more difficult 

• Security has become one of the public’s primary 
concerns 

• Organizations take all these factors into 
consideration and integrate them into their 
strategies.
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SMBCERN’s security principles

• CERN's primary security objective is to ensure the 
protection and safety of all persons on site. 

• CERN does not want to give up its fundamental principles 
established by its Convention:
• It wishes to preserve the freedom of movement and a campus 

‘spirit’ that promotes creativity, 
• It needs to take into account the particularity and diversity of 

the site, as e.g. industrial aspects of its activities. 

• CERN is the custodian of the financial contributions of 
the Member States and must protect all the investments 
made.

• CERN security strategy is fundamentally influenced by its 
relations with the Host States on security matters.  
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SMBCERN’s today security challenges 
• Security considerations of CERN context.

 CERN has the distinctive features 

 established on 2 Host States across the border, distributed on 16 sites,  covering a fenced area 
of 200 hectares  with a perimeter of  22 km. 

 around 26 000 people hold an access card and 22 000 vehicles are registered to enter the 
sites. 

 more than 130 000 visitors every year.

 To enable CERN population to enter the sites, CERN has: 

 20 site entrances that handle 20 000 entries a day 

 855 card readers that control 13 000 entries a day 

 With the exception of the Prevessin and Meyrin site, most of CERN's sites are far apart and located 
in rural areas that are 

 rarely frequented, 

 often at some distance from residential areas.

 the increase in user numbers and its impact on the security facilities, 

 the obsolescence of certain facilities, 

 the need to intensify and coordinate collaboration with the security forces of Host States. 

• This makes the sites particularly vulnerable to intrusions and thefts. 

• It is important that all this is taken into consideration when determining CERN’s security policy, in terms 
of both equipment and human means.
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SMBThe nature of the threat

• Characteristics of the risk of malicious acts
• Like any organisation, CERN is obliged to contend with different 

types of risks in its daily functioning.
• CERN takes account of intentional and calculated actions to define 

the risk of malicious acts (theft of property, theft of information, 
vandalism, damage or destruction, physical aggression, etc. )

• The security measures will therefore cover many aspects, seeking 
above all to protect the values of the Organization. These values 
may be :
• human (protection of people), 
• material (protection of property), or 
• immaterial (protection of image or reputation).

• N.B.: Terrorist threats are handled by the specialised services in the Host States, who inform 
CERN in the event of an increased threat. CERN is then responsible, by activating CMT (Crisis 
Management Team),  for proposing additional measures to be adopted.
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SMBGeneral overview of the legal framework

• General principle of Public International Law under which a Host State must 
provide assistance to IGOs seated on its territory. The 1955  Accord de siège 
allows the Swiss authorities to take measures in the interest of the security 
of Switzerland and, in agreement with the organization, the latter’s security 
.

• The 1965 Franco-Swiss Convention contains several provisions on actions 
that may be undertaken by Host States in the field of security.

• The Swiss Federal Act on the Maintenance of Internal Security of 1997 and 
the Host State Act of 2007 contain provisions on the protection of 
intergovernmental organizations located in Switzerland.

• The 1972 Status Agreement with France includes provisions which are 
similar to those of the 1955 Headquarters Agreement with Switzerland but 
also stipulates, in particular, that the French authorities may be called upon 
to ensure the protection of the Organization's sites and the maintenance of 
order in its immediate neighbourhood.
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SMBLegal framework

• While CERN must assume its responsibilities for 
the protection of its sites, protection obligations 
are incumbent upon its Host States under 
existing agreements and public international 
law, and the parties concerned collaborate in 
this effect.
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SMBRegulatory framework

• Operational Circular N°2: Conditions of access to 
the fenced parts of the CERN site,

• Operational Circular N°10: Principles and 
procedures governing investigation of fraud,

• Implementation measures for Operational Circular 
N°2,

• Contractors and their staff: access to and activities 
on the CERN site,

• Rules for the use of Gate E,

• Rules for use of the tunnel “intersite”,
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SMBCERN security strategy

• CERN security strategy

• Close collaboration with the security services of the 
Host States (CH and FR)

• Physical security protection measures aligned with 
the organization geographical environment.

• Preparation and training for security events. Crisis 
management.

• Resilience of the organization on security events.
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SMBCollaboration with the Host States

• In order to increase reactivity CERN has:
• developed institutional and operational relations,
• professionalized the security function,
• developed bilateral operational relationships,
• actively collaborate with the authorities in the handling of 

infringements,
• formalized relationships through validated procedures.

• The result is:
• better monitoring of cases by the authorities,
• a recognized quality of investigations conducted by CERN,
• faster on-call interventions,
• skills recognized by our interlocutors,
• increased confidence.
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SMBPhysical Protection

• Measures established to get a level of physical security 
aligned with CERN geographical environment:
• invested in the renovation of access points,

• improved the quality and speed of access controls,

• standardized some equipment

• renovated the perimeter protection when opportunities 
arises 

• diversify  guards contract activities,

• developed optimization tools for guards (electronic log book, 
GIS supported patrolling, ….)

• badge wearing

• invested in video surveillance and analytics
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SMBPhysical Protection
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Implementation of measures as the mandatory CERN card-wearing or video surveillance 
follows the recommendation emanating from the two Host States, with the aim to 
improve security within the Organisation. 

It must also be reminded that, even though CERN is responsible of its own site-security, 
the Organisation is located on the national territory of France and Switzerland, both 
remaining responsible for the security on their own territory. 

This recommendation does not refer to specific security threats but reflects the global 
trend in both France and Switzerland.

CERN shall be able to demonstrate that has taken reasonable security measures

Measures as the badge wearing and video surveillance:

• are considered as good practise security measures
• protect  CERN as organization
• contribute to the safety in case of incident/accident



SMBVideo surveillance project cameras

Camera type N° camera

Outdoor 284

Indoor 62

Specific 59

TOTAL 405

Specific camera
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SMB

Campus area

CERN sites

Access/Road monitoring

General surveillance outdoor cameras

180

79

25

Total n° cameras : 284
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SMBSensitive Sites indoor cameras

8

3

6

4

3

3

3

3

2

Total of cameras 
: 

62

2
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8 (ISR)
11 (Stores)

3 (Hotel)
3 (CCC)



SMBSpecific surveillance

3

2

2

2 3

2

6

Total of cameras 
: 

59
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35 (Perimeter fence)

2 (Restaurant 2)

2 (Globe)



SMBVideo surveillance Principles

• Task: “Provide, through analysis of data (video footage, 
access control logs, vehicle locations, etc.) technical 
details in response to a request, while observing the 
strictest confidentiality”,

• Based on “Need to know principle”. “Black screen” 
approach, no continuous watch.

• CCTV retention period maximum 1 year

• Since last year there is a dedicated part time staff 
position for video analysis

• Video workstation and software – Access only granted to 
Video Data Analyst
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SMBVideo Extraction – How it works?
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SMBVideo Extraction Statistics
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SMBVideo Extraction Statistics
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Some examples
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SMBIntrusion Zone Tourets Prevessin 13 January 2018 
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SMBIntrusion / Theft at BA4 8 February 2018
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SMBZone Tourets Prevessin on 8 March 2019
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Analysis results: 

1. At 01:12 a.m. on 08 March 2019, GORON PM is patrolling inside Zone Tourests. 

 

2. At 02:21 a.m. on 08 March 2019, Thermal Camera YSVIC-000648 is detecting the 2 x individuals, 

who are outside CERN Fence, and initiates an Alarm on Milestone. 
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1. At 01:12 a.m. on 08 March 2019, GORON PM is patrolling inside Zone Tourests. 

 

2. At 02:21 a.m. on 08 March 2019, Thermal Camera YSVIC-000648 is detecting the 2 x individuals, 

who are outside CERN Fence, and initiates an Alarm on Milestone. 

 

 

3. At 02:30 a.m., just 2 minutes before the GORON PM Vehicle arrives and heads on the Decheterie 

road (02:32 a.m.) , the 2 x individuals are leaving the area, going out of the thermal camera`s 

view. 

The 2 x thermal signatures you will see after 02:32 ( Video 1) , are the 2 x GORON PM, patrolling 

along the fence, at the exterior. 
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SMBZone Tourets Prevessin on 8 March 2019
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4. At 02:46 a.m., GORON PM arrives at Porte des Moulins Prevessin, on the road to decheterie. The 

2 x PMs are patrolling in the area till 02:49 a.m. 

 

 

5. At 02:54, GORON PMs are patrolling inside Zone Tourests. 

 

 

6. At 03:13 a.m., the 2 x unknown individuals are again detected by the thermal camera, coming 

from the same direction (please see map and Video 2) 

 

 

7. At 03:25 a.m., again just 2 minutes before GORON PM Vehicle arrives (03:27 a.m.), the 2 x 

individuals are leaving the area, back to the direction from where they came. 

 

 

6. At 03:13 a.m., the 2 x unknown individuals are again detected by the thermal camera, coming 

from the same direction (please see map and Video 2) 

 

 

7. At 03:25 a.m., again just 2 minutes before GORON PM Vehicle arrives (03:27 a.m.), the 2 x 

individuals are leaving the area, back to the direction from where they came. 

 

 

10. Between 04:24 to 04:38 – the heat signatures of the 2 x  individuals are detected, outside of the 

CERN`fence, moving back and forward during this time. The Alarm on Milestone initiates at 

04:29 a.m.  

 

 

11. At 04:38 a.m. the 2 x individuals are running away, in opposite direction from where they have 

come. At 04:40 a.m., GORON PMs arrives on the decheterie road.  
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10. Between 04:24 to 04:38 – the heat signatures of the 2 x  individuals are detected, outside of the 

CERN`fence, moving back and forward during this time. The Alarm on Milestone initiates at 

04:29 a.m.  

 

 

11. At 04:38 a.m. the 2 x individuals are running away, in opposite direction from where they have 

come. At 04:40 a.m., GORON PMs arrives on the decheterie road.  

 

 

 

 

12. At 04:50 a.m. the heat signatures of the 2 x individuals are detected by the thermal camera. 

They are on the other side of the Saint Genis to Ferney road, heading back to direction of BA2 

road / Camp Gens de Voyage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

13. IMPORTANT: The 2 x individuals have used the heights located on the other side of the Ferney 

road,to move,  to hide and to observe the movement of the GORON PM. Please see screenshot 

for exact location. I recommend that this info is disseminated to GORON. 

 

 

Closing remarks: To be determined 

 

Signature:                                                                                                                

 

 

 



SMBTraffic Accident Gas Station 15 October 2018
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file://cern.ch/dfs/Departments/GS/Services/Video/Relevé vidéo/2018/AccidentVelo15Oct18


SMBGuards

• Resources

– Access control (15 guards)

– Patrol (7 guards),

• Main tasks :

– Alarm intervention (5 000 events/year)

– Safety signalisation (1 000 events/year)

– Parking management (1 500 events/year)

– VIP visits (200 events/year)
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GUARDS

• Access control
• Traffic regulation
• Alarm intervention
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GUARDS

Mobility
• Traffic
• Road signalling
• …

Security
• Access control
• Patrol
• …
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CONCLUSIONS

• CERN’s security strategy is based on a realistic framework and 
a sound legal basis

• However, to protect the complexity of the CERN sites is a big 
challenge

• The strong collaboration with the Host States authorities is a 
key ingredient into this framework

• Whilst personal perception plays a significant role on such a 
delicate matter, your understanding and support is key to 
achieve CERN’s security objectives

• A safe and secure workplace for all persons on the CERN sites 
is in our highest interest



THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR ATTENTION 



SMBSecurity events. Crisis management

• Security events added to the Crisis Management 
framework

• in the event of an increase in the level of threat by Host 
States

• in the event of a site incident

• Tools and procedures have been developed to 
support crisis management events. GIS support, 
site evacuation plan.
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SMBSecurity events. Resilience

• In order to increase resilience after security 
event
• new control room 

• preserved the old room as back-up 

• introduced provisions in the guards contract  in order 
to be able to quickly increase the number of 
resources (x2)

• Communication equipment. 4G + wifi and tetra 
radios
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SMBTheft statistics
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SMBOC2 enforcing 

• Art 18 : all persons present on the site shall submit to the 
checks carried out by the site guards in pursuance of the tasks 
entrusted to them by the Director-General

• Art 18.1 : General check  
– The task of the site guards is to check, throughout the site, the 

identities of persons and vehicles, their access permits and the goods 
they are transporting. To this end, they are authorised to: 
• a) request the presentation of an identity document, a CERN card, ….
• b) inspect a vehicle,…; 
• c) seize goods likely belonging to the Organization that are being transported 

without the appropriate accompanying documentation…; 
• d)  stop a vehicle for as long as required to carry out the necessary checks; 
• e) refuse access to persons or vehicles not complying with the Circular.  

Persons entering or leaving the site must facilitate the smooth completion of 
these checks. 
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